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Abstract) smooth uflds: Embedded smooth mfles:

top(mfldM MERN

+ smooth structure (attas)

j
+Vx=MJW: IRN abhd of X
siY. WeMUE R"

open

Whitney (including bounds on N

(weak) in terms ofn)

Im [whitney embedding ( Any smooth mild ofdimn n

admits an embedding into 24.



I
strong version improves this
to RIW for ns2

why known= 1? /

strategy: · M embeds in RN for some NSSn.

· Ifan n-mfld embeds in RV for N>2n+1,

then italso embeds in RN-1.

In class we will cover the "easy"case. Ampact. See text

for extension toall n-mflds. With it compact, itsuffices
to

produce an immersion M4R2+.



↳a Anycompact smoothmifld M admits andension
into RN for NSO.

ITake) (U., Y:)(ki=h) a finite set of smooth charts

covering
M. Letg: (kick] be a partin ofunity subordinate

to [U:/ kick). Define

E:M-+ Rk(n+1)
↑ ().--(p), 9,4), ..., ewpl)e

e(Rk ERR

First check Iis injective:



If (p):E(q), take index; s.t. (i(p)-f:(z) F0. Then

p,q(supp(yi)?U: => Y:(p) =Y:(z). This pig since 4:

is dijective. W

Now chuck Ep injective Up =M:

For veTM, the Leibnizrule implies

dEpCr)=(v19,)4,(p) + f,(p) (dY,(p(r),.. - ,

~(g) Yu(p) +ew(p) (dY)p(r), rif), ..., v(ya)).
Thus ifdp (r =0, then vig:) =0 for Kisk=> fi(pl(dY:(p(r)

oGlishch:it.i(p) tothem(dDile(V)e



Ne Above proof works for
anysmooth mild covered by fin

many
smooth charts.

injective
La If a smooth mfld M of dimension in admits an immersion

into RV for some N>2n+1, then itadmits an immersion into

RN-1.

injective
ofSuppose I: M -> RV an immersion withN>2ni).
-

Idea: Look atall linear projections :RN-RN-? Wie SandItoshow almost all compose with togive
anension

into

RN-1.



For[v]<RpN=1, letPing :
=(n= RRY/u.v =0) = RN- be th

hyperplane 1iv). Letig:
RN ->Pir denote

thogandinontoitandntis****in
has measure 0.

(1) For which [v] is is not injective?
If so, Ipeq

-M sit. Exy(p) =diy(q) => E(p)-I(q)-[v],
i.e. (v) = (E(p) -ECq)]. Thus ii) is in the image of smooth

map a:( xM)-Am-RpN-, a(q,q) =(EN) - E(917.
diagonal((p,p)(p =M)



Domain ofa is a smooth mild ofdimn 2n <N-1, so by
Sard's theorem, u(ima) =0. Thusa (Siv)/Emy noting () =0.

N

im2

(2) Now consider () with of having nominjective diffl.

Then I peM and OweTM st. (d)p(w) =0, in

(d)(a)((d,)(n) =0
-
=

Fay
b/c
ig linear

Thus OF dpG)= [v], in. (v) = (d(w)).
P

Itfollows that iv) is in the image ofsumoth



: TMVO
-RIN

/(p,r)+[ap(w)]
image of 8 suction((p, 0)1p =M)
so TM'Om open submufld ofTM, dimn In

Since dim TMi0M
=

2n < N-1, Sard's thrower implies
(in) =0 =>u((()) i) has has a noning diffi)

=

0.
el

im

The union ofmeasure 0 sets has measure 0. So it is an

immersion for almost all [v]!
-

outside set ofmeasure o



Whey Approaction
6: M -Ryo cts

call F, F: M -Rh if (F(x) - F(x)/s S(x) VxEM.

Ihm (whitney approximation for frs) F:M-s cts.
smoth
mf Id

Given S: M-1Rx0 its, I smooth F:M-V2K thatis Suclose

to F. IfF is smooth on AEM closed, then I can be chosen

tobe equal toFon A.
If If Ismooth on AEM cloud, iFo:M -he" Smooth and

agreeing with Fon A.



LetUs = (yeM/(ty) - F(y)/<S41). Then AcUoEM
>

open

laim Icountably many pts (ai), in MAand abhols

U: =m-Aof x:sit. [USE, is an open
cover ofMLAand

Sir IFG) -F(xi) (< Sky) Wych: ·

To wit, for any
x*MVAlet L,be a rbhd of x contained in hit

St. Sky)>=S(x) and IFG) - F(x1< 1S(x) tyz Ux

cusing continuity of8, F). Then SUxx=M-A) isan open

cover ofMAwith countable subcover. Vclaim

Now lot(4J094:3.E, be a smooth POU subto [Ur3r[U.)....



Define E:M - Rk

y2+ Y(y)Fo(y) +Yily) F(ai)
E is smooth & equal to Fon A.

For yeM, *:1=>

(F(y) - F(y)) =(904) Ety) - ,PiG)F(xi) - (ty))F
=Y(y)(5) - F(y)) +4:4)(Fex!) -Fys)
<Y(y)S(y) +

,Pi(y)S(y)
=

Sty).
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